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COMMODORE’S REPORT 

From the Commodore. 
 
Communication.......with the Members has been somewhat neglected in 2013.  

 

But... does it really matter?  Are members really interested in what the 

Members of the Committee are and have been doing?  Does the Club still need 

to produce a Cable newsletter. Did anyone ever read it?  Only one Member has 

complained to me about the recent lack of this publication. 

 

We live in an age of instant connection via electronic means. Most people have, 

like it or not, a lap top, cell phone and an I pad and, probably an old PC in a 

back room at home. The majority of members will receive this update by 

Email. 

 

The club operates a web site, which is kept current and provides most of the 

information club members or anyone interested in the Club and it's affairs 

could require. Is this sufficient? Should the club publish the monthly 

Committee minutes? While these are necessarily brief, they would provide 

members with a greater insight into the workings of the organisation. But... do 

you want to have this sort of information? 

 

In looking to the future, the Club needs answers to all these questions. Only 

You, the Members can provide the sort of feedback needed. It would be very 

helpful if even a handful of you took the trouble to send me an Email setting 

out your views on these, and any other matters of concern. 

 

Opening day was blessed with pleasant weather conditions. There was a 

reasonable turnout and some rather close racing over some interesting 

courses. I have no intention of stealing the Rear Commodore's thunder and will 

leave it to Paul to provide further detail and race results. For me, the highlight 

of the day was sailing aboard CASINO. This was my first ever experience of a 

modern high performance fin keel yacht, and what an eye opener. Incredibly 

manoeuverable, roll tacking and rapid acceleration. Sheet in and off she went. I 

spent most of the day on the Genoa sheet and found it a full time job. Even the 

slightest touch on the sheet brought a response; Point one or two of a Knot 

which really adds up over the full race. I was really pleased for Vern that we 
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COMMODORE’S REPORT 

 

finished well up the order. 
 

The Christmas function was great! Terrific entertainment for the young people 

in the late afternoon, which everyone seemed to enjoy immensely, and why 

not. It was good fun. Santa and the pirate crew did a really good job. Members 

then adjourned to the clubhouse which had been suitably dressed for the 

occasion and looked really neat with every thing nicely laid out for the dinner. 

And  oh, what a super spread. Shirley was on top form and truly did us proud. 

One thing for sure, no one could possibly have gone home feeling hungry. 

  

The Friday social evenings continue to function every second weekend. It is 

good to see these being supported on a regular basis by a hardcore of members. 

The standard of dining is very high and the cost is minimal. If  YOU  have not 

been in for a meal for a while or maybe you always intended to, but haven't 

quite made it, mark the dates up on your calendar, and make a point of coming 

along. Please note that bookings are essential. Our wonderful chefs can only 

cater for those who do. 

  

Of course, dining is only part of the evening. The Social committee go to huge 

lengths to obtain interesting and informative speakers. The subjects range over 

a wide spectrum of topics. We have even had a night of Country Music. So, 

 

Casino 
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come along and find out what you have been missing. 
 

The Works committee is responsible for the good and efficient operation of the 

club's assets, which range from the clubhouse to the slipways. Some 

maintenance has been carried out in the yard by a PD gang recently with 

satisfactory results. A new cradle is on the way. This will provide a useful 

addition to Number Five. The Vice Commodore will no doubt expand on this 

and other matters in his report. 

 

The Sailing committee has been promoting Wednesday evening social sailing. 

Unfortunately, the weather played rather too big a part on a couple of 

occasions, but there have been one or two good races. These start at 18:00. The 

dates are listed on the website. What is really required is for more members to 

get actively involved. The courses are short and the idea is for the crews to 

congregate after the race for either a BBQ or a snack meal and a drink. Give 

this a go sometime. 

 

A considerable amount of Committee time is spent dealing with the City and 

the ORC, as there seems to be very little that can be done these days without 

encountering the city plan or some other rule and regulation, either local or 

emanating from Wellington. I have to admit that there are times when I would 

dearly like to be able to go back to the free and easy times thirty or so years 

ago, the good old days of self help and damn all interference and red tape. If 

you wanted to do some upgrade at the club, well, you just called a working bee 

and got on with it. The Nanny state and health and safety put paid to all that. 

 

The Dredging proposals, contrary to what you may have heard, are not on 

hold. The club encountered a problem, which for some time looked as though 

it  might derail the project completely. A recent development looks promising 

and I am optimistic that things will start to move ahead very soon. 

 

The club employs a Caretaker/Manager and a clubhouse event co-ordinator. 

Both of our employees give sterling service to our members and I want to take 

this opportunity to acknowledge the time and effort they put into their jobs. 

 
Geoff Murray. Commodore. OYC. 
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 SAILING  

The season opened on 29 September 2013 with the Opening Day Regatta. 

This was very well attended. The start was split in two , one start for 

keelers and trailer yachts and the other for centreboard and dinghies. 

The major feature of this season has been the terrible weather which has 

led to the cancellation of several of the planned Wednesday Night Series 

races. It also affected the White Island Race which, despite two attempts 

has not taken place. 

The Sundstrum Trophy Race  on 20 October 2013 from Careys Bay to 

Waikouaiti was an exciting and boisterous ride to Waikouaiti with the 

Opening day Keeler and Trailer boat start 
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wind then dropping for a gentler ride back. A good entry with the 

eventual winner being Telegram Sam,(J. Eames), with Te Waka 

(R. Wood) and Carlton Cavalier (G. Innes) second and third re-

spectively. It is good to see Telegram Sam back in action after the 

damage it sustained last year. It was also a good chance to see Rob 

Woods new boat Te Waka perform in more boisterous conditions. 

The Patterson McCulloch Trophy on 7 December 2013, Careys 

Bay to Warrington via Landfall again had a reasonable entry. 

Winds and sea conditions changed continually and the turning 

mark at Warrington had dragged towards the rocks but neverthe-

less an enjoyable race. The winner being Windward (D. Kestila) 

with Casino (Vern Hall) and Te Waka (R.Wood) second and third 

respectively. 

 SAILING  

Kaikoura at start of Opening Day 
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On 2 February 2014 the Wickliffe Bay Race took place in 

beautiful conditions with a calm sea and variable  ( but mainly 

NE) 5-10 knot winds. There were 6 entries and results will be 

on the website soon.  

Please support the remaining events in the Club’s calendar. 

The Club is again playing host to the Masters Games on 7-9 

February.  

Many thanks to John Chapelle  and his boat Kaikoura (picture 

opposite) for acting as Committee/Starter boat and for collect-

ing buoys. 

 SAILING  

Opening day regatta—Ed White’s boat in foreground 
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 SAILING  

The Sailing School has had another successful session with fully  

booked courses although the weather has not helped. The next ses-

sion is about to commence and any enquiries about this or other 

sailing school matters should be addressed to Ann Jones at  oycsail-

ingschool@gmail.com. Thanks to Ann and particularly to the two 

coaches for making this a success. 

Whilst concentrating on the races it should not be forgotten that the 

club has many cruising oriented members. It is planned to try and 

accommodate them more in the programme. Speaking of which Bill 

McIndoe is currently in his usual cruising grounds of Marlborough 

and Nelson if you should be up that way and Gordon Caley is at 

present in Stewart Island. 

Any members wishing to be involved in the Sailing programme ei-

ther as Rescue Boat Operators (after training) ,trainee Race Offic-

ers, collecting entries etc. could they please contact Paul Anderson. 

Gordon Caley and 

Wings (sorry Gordon 

photo before recent  

spruce up) 
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TGIF Roundup April to Dec 2013 

 

We have had a busy and successful year with our Social Events and I would 

like to take this opportunity to give a summary of our TGIF nights and other 

celebrations.  Most TGIF nights see between 25 and 30 persons. It is always 

lovely to see new as well as old faces,  so come along, make yourself known to 

us we really do wish to make all welcome, after all this is your Club and the 

social evenings are for ALL Members. 

 

April 2013 

05th - Bernie from Hobart entertained us with a brief outline of the build of his 

yacht Solemer by his father along with a slide show of his sailing trip from 

Tasmania to Dunedin, via the Sounds, Bluff and Stewart Island.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19th -  Alan Edwards gave us a talk from the Orokonui Eco Sanctuary, on 

things past, present and future.  This was a very informative presentation and 

was very well received by all present. 

 

May 2013 

03rd - Ann Jones came along with some of her student sailors.  They gave a 

talk about their season and cruise with overnight stay on Quarantine Island.  

This was a very well presented talk by the Students and was  much enjoyed by 

our Members.  It was a pleasure to see Members chatting to the Students and 

making them feel a part of the OYC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 SOCIAL EVENTS 

Solemer 
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17th - A more technical evening with a presentation by David James 

about the WASSP system (3D sonar ocean floor mapping) and other 

electronic navigation and communication systems.  He gave a good 

and informative talk.  This was also a “Pot Luck” evening and their 

was a wide variety of excellent and delicious meals both sweet and 

savoury.  We had a “Lucky Plate”, which initially was won by Kevin 

Martin, but as he is staff he organised a numbered bottle top draw,  

this was won by Noelene and David Hill (this entitled them to a free 

meal for two at the next TGIF with a complimentary glass of wine/

beer or soft drink from the Bar. 

 

June 2013 

07th - Quiz Night - Nigel Ensor kept us on our toes with his quick fire 

questions, Keith Henderson was chief scorer.  It was a fun evening 

with lots of little prizes for everyone. 

21st - No TGIF as next day 22nd was the annual prize giving with 

Laura Dekker (Laura is the youngest sailor to have sailed solo around 

the globe) the main speaker.  

 

July 2013 

05th - John Chappell gave an excellent 

talk on Portsmouth Royal Dockyard, some 

of her famous ships and their role in UK 

maritime history. 

 

 

 

 

Detail from HMS Warrior, Portsmouth 

Dockyard 

 

 

 SOCIAL EVENTS 
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19th - Arthur White of Elwing gave a fascinating talk about his recent work 

in Stewart Island, giving young people a wide range of nautical and also land 

based experiences.   

 

August 2013 

09th - Robyn & Ron Brady presented a talk entitled “Only by Boat”, they 

highlighted some of the standout moments in their ten years of cruising.  

They gave a fascinating insight into cruising some of those out of the way 

places.   

23rd - A Social evening with a Pot Luck dinner theme of “Somewhere in the 

World”.  Members stuck a pin in a world map of where their dish originated, 

recipes came from all around the globe with quite a few originating in India.  

As always the standard, presentation and taste of the food was superb, there 

are some very talented chefs amongst you all. 

 

Sept 2013 

Our Cooker range had an unfortunate accident and is now beyond economical 

repair. 

06th - A technical night with Terry Thomas on Communications at Sea.  Ter-

ry gave a talk on the history of communications before going on to give an 

update on the use of AIS, digital selective calling, email and the internet.  

There was plenty of discussion on the pros and cons of AIS.  Shirley cooked  

a fish and chip supper with salad, so we managed even without our cooker 

range. 

20th - A documentary on the life story of Joshua Slocum with emphasis on 

his solo global circumnavigation aboard the sloop “Spray”.  He was the first 

person to sail around the world alone. The documentary showed him to be 

quite a character and a consummate sailor. 

 

October 2013 

Hurray a new cooker range is now installed. 

04th - Trains & Boats and Planes.  A night with a difference, our Commodore 

Geoff Murray bought along some of his model aircraft and gave a talk on the 

 SOCIAL EVENTS 
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complexities of controlling these not so small aircraft once they take to the 

skies.  He fired up the engines on some of these models, it was possible to 

see how powerful these craft can be.  Another Committee Member, Frank 

McCarthy showed us some of his model boat building projects, all these 

boats built to a very high standard are mostly made with found objects.  

Frank also surprised us with another little hobby, he designs and makes 

boomerangs, he entertained us with stories of some of his exploits when 

testing them out.  Once again it proves to us all that we have some very 

talented Members, we would love to hear from other Members with a hob-

by that they would like to share with us. 

18th - A practical session with mini survival/safety quiz.  Gordon Caley 

loaned us his old liferaft (minus its gas canister, so no chance of a mis-

hap).  We inflated it with a vacuum cleaner, looked at the space available 

in the event we needed to get aboard.  We talked about the essentials that 

should be in grab sacks and standard liferaft equipment.  To enliven pro-

ceedings we gave out a question sheet on survival at sea, interspersed with 

a couple of fun questions.  We had three prizes, one for the most correct 

answers - Keith Henderson; the best luxury item answer -  life insurance 

policy of partner - Kumari got this one: and finally who would you choose 

to share your liferaft with - not surprisingly a lot chose Bear Grylls, alt-

hough others played safe and said their spouse, Rachel wanted Daniel 

Craig in his blue shorts, but Jacqui got the prize, she wanted Superman.  
 

 SOCIAL EVENTS 

Solemer 
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November 2013  

08th - The Building of Solemer - presented by Barry Crane  When Bernie 

White gave his talk earlier in the year Members asked for more detail of 

the build of his yacht Solemer, so he very kindly sent over a dvd of photos 

which we sorted and annotated.  

The dvd showed the transformation from bare ribs to seagoing yacht.  

Clark Sinclair was on hand to explain some of the finer detail of the build 

and answer any questions. 

22nd - Country Music from Gore with the 2Ks 

Marlene and Murray Kirk entertained us all with Country music, it was a 

most enjoyable and social evening.  Special mention should be made to 

Kumari and Chris Valentine who cooked our meal this evening, a selection 

of Indian/Sri Lankan dishes along with homemade sticky toffee pudding 

and ice cream.   The food was delicious and enjoyed by all.  Also, as it was 

coming up to Kumari’s birthday Chris had bought a birthday cake and we 

all, with the help of the 2Ks, sang happy birthday. 

 

December 2013 

8th - The OYC Christmas Celebration regatta 

After a few changes of date due to race and sailing commitments we set-

tled on Sunday the 8th December for the annual celebrations.  This event 

was very well attended, the children had a wonderful time on the bouncy 

castle and all enjoyed the games organised by Frank McCarthy. 

 SOCIAL EVENTS 
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Claudia & Tessa did an awesome job of face painting the children.  Father 

Christmas arrived safely but not before he had been kidnapped by a das-

tardly crew of three pirates in their dodgy craft.  Captain Frank McCarthy 

and his crew Haley and cabin dog Ollie, held Santa to ransom until the 

children found some ginger beer soda to pay for his release.   

 SOCIAL EVENTS 

Even then the pirates played tricks on the rescuing children but all was well 

and Santa arrived on dry land to give out presents - phew. Vern Hall ably 

assisted by Nick Anderson organised the model boat racing, there were some 

well designed little craft on the water. 
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After all this, dinner was ready and nearly seventy persons (including chil-

dren) sat down to dinner.  Shirley provided us with a fantastic meal and her 

famous table favours (sweeties in a bundle).  We had a little prize draw 

which were won by, 1st prize Catherine Gubbins, 2nd prize the Wilson fam-

ily and finally Frank McCarthy.  Geoff Murray stood up and gave thanks 

and Christmas Greetings to all. 

 

20th - A little social gathering, although not an official TGIF. We extended 

an invitation to ALL Members to come along for a pre Christmas drink and 

nibbles.  We had a nice little gathering and plenty of snacks, lots of chats 

and were joined by a visiting yacht family originally from Holland. 

 

A big thank you must go to all who have assisted this year in making the 

TGIF nights so successful.  Chefs this year included, Shirley, Chris & Ku-

mari, Ann & Barry Crane.  Kevin Martin has been a tremendous help, run-

ning the bar, making sure we have heating and assisting in many, many 

 SOCIAL EVENTS 
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 SOCIAL EVENTS 

ways. We have had some great volunteers on the evening helping to set tables, 

prepare food, serve sweets, clear away etc, these include Sue & Vern Hall, 

Margaret McIndoe, Cliff Hall, Fiona & Martin Balch, Kumari & Chris Valen-

tine, Rachel Caswell, Peter Wilhelmsen, Barry Crane.  I know there must be 

some I have missed but pleased be assured your help is most gratefully and 

thankfully received. 

 
A happy New Year to all and my usual cry of please come forward with ideas 

for future events, chef volunteers are always welcome - you would not be on 

your own help is always at hand. 

 

Ann E Crane 
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.Vice Commodores’ Report January 2014 

 

It has been some considerable time since a Cable has been issued. We should all be 

thankful for the John Chapelles and Barry and Ann Cranes of our club for their efforts 

in the production of our newsletter. 

The new season kicked off with the annual Spring working bee. This was reasonably 

well attended (despite the club screening what should have been the final Americas’ 

Cup race ) enough said about that. Those who did turn up were able to take their frustra-

tions out on some of the many projects that were on offer. Some of the work undertaken 

was: 

Water-blasting of the clubs’ boat ramps, hardwood rubbing strakes installed on no.2 

pontoons’ piles, new zincs got welded onto the slipway rails, cleaning of silt around the 

bottom of the rails on the slipway, further work on the trailer/yacht park fence, a major 

weed-eating around the entire club grounds , cleaning out of the dinghy and rescue boat 

sheds, removal of enough rubbish to fill a large sized skip, a tidy up of the gardens in 

front of the clubrooms, new sails reeved onto masts of the opti fleet, digging of a shal-

low trench to allow later asphalting of a new path to no.2 pontoon and rubbish bins, 

removal of the old stove from the kitchen, clearing of silt build- up at the bottom of the 

trailer/yacht ramp using a hired mini digger, excavation of and filling in of the bad hole 

in the road on the corner by Kevins’ house, new wire fence to front of club, and numer-

ous other jobs. Thanks to Shirley Zwies and Ann Crane for feeding everyone throughout 

the day and a vey big thank you to all of you who gave of your time on the day 

. 

WORKS NEWS 

 

New 

fencing 
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The Works’ Committee has identified many more tasks that have been added to the 

“living list” of works that need done throughout the year or perhaps deferred for the 

future. Some of these tasks are and in some cases were  :getting spouting and down-

pipes fitted to the workshop and community shed, asphalting of the new no.2 pontoon 

footpath, putting in a fence between Kevin’s house and the T/Y park, erecting a shel-

ter defining a designated BBQ area on the lawn behind the kitchen, truing up the rails 

on the slipway (in particular the 3rd rail used only for multihulls) , replacing some 

planking on the winch-house, creating a rockery to tidy up the corner by the kitchen 

back door, clearing the soil between the rails on the hard-stand and replacing with a 

medium sized gravel, improving safety in the winch/house by enclosing some wiring 

and replacing a missing grill off the top of the actual winch, levelling of the car park 

by the slipway which is slowly slumping  (using the spoil from the hard-stand), caulk-

ing no. 1 pontoons’ deck, and much more. 

The trimmed down budget for these works has been further cut back by the finance 

committee. This means that only the very essential works look likely to be undertaken.  

Fortunately we are once again using Justice Department “Volunteers” one day each 

week. So far these workers have piled up the fallen rocks on our seawall, dug the 

holes and concreted in fence posts , undertook weed-eating, and are currently digging 

out the soil from between the hard-stand rails. This labour comes relatively free with 

the club only paying for materials and fuel used in weed-eating etc. 

The  Works Committees’ recommendation that the club get a new cradle with a larger 

capacity built was duly ratified by committee back in August and this looks like it will 

be delivered over the Summer. This cradle will replace our ageing  no 5 cradle which 

was de-rated at its last survey.  

The club also purchased a new stove for the kitchen after a fire in the original stove 

saw it written off. Geoff Murray oversaw this purchase and it has already passed 

Shirley’s seal of approval. 

The Works Committee has also undertaken the conversion of the unused steel pontoon 

into a mooring-lifter for members own use. It is envisaged that the lifter will be 

moored in Deborah Bay and be under the supervision of a designated member when in 

use. 

In general the club grounds and buildings are in pretty good shape but that will not last 

unless we continue to maintain and on occasions upgrade the assets of the club as time 

and money will allow. 

The Works Committee, being charged with these duties is simply getting on with it on 

your behalf and if funds are not available for certain items then we must all wait. Of 

course we all have in the back of our minds the large and ongoing expense of our 

dredging programme which will come to fruition soon.  

WORKS NEWS (Cont.) 
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New 
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way to bins 
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Members’ Forum 

No submission has been made to the members’ forum.   

We take this opportunity to welcome the following new members since 

the last issue of Cable:- 

Cliff Hall   Willie  Gardner   John & Fenella Munro 

Peter Plunket  Simon Wilson  Jestyn Thomas 

Brent Marshall  David Quinn  David Crow 

Peter Vince  Mike Greene  Chris Valentine 

Mike Turnbull  John Morris  Benoit Magnier 

We bid farewell to the following members who have resigned and wish 

them well in the future:- 

Tony Baas   Phil Radford  Ken Bevan 

Gabriel Nedelcu  Brian Clarkson  Andrew Hamilton 

Dave Alexander  ACM Van Leeuwen Anette Seifert 

David Campbell  Keith Munro  Richard Farquhar 

MEMBERS’ FORUM and MEMBERSHIP 

Editor’s Note.   The “Members’ Forum”, above, is a feature to which 

Members can submit their views on any and all Club matters. We urge 

you to use it! And, as always, we welcome new articles about cruises, his-

toric races, boats, the hazards of ownership, and practical solutions to 

abiding problems that can range from wood-rot to plumbing. Supporting 

photos are welcome, too. 
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Since the last edition of the Cable in July there has been (as one would expect) quite 

a bit of activity about the yard. What follows is essentially a list of vessels that have 

used the slipway and a short description of the work undertaken.  

We will start in August and I apologise if I have missed anyone out that may have 

slipped prior to this. 

Casino—Vern Hall—A normal maintenance slipping with anti-fouling applied and 

topside polish with the replacement of an exhaust elbow thingo. 

Beverly Pearl—P.C.Y.C.—general tidy up with anti-fouling applied and decks paint-

ed. 

Potamos—Gavin Palmer—Gavin undertook an extensive list of maintenance and 

modification jobs including deepening the anchor locker. 

Helen— Alistair McKee-A 32foot hard-chined launch that usually moored alongside 

the Deborah Bay marina was slipped for her Milton based owner by Arthur White. 

The boat was subsequently sold to Mike Wilson, a commercial fisherman from 

Akaroa who, in a very short space of time , made some temporary repairs , launched 

AROUND THE YARD WITH LES 

Legato 
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the boat and motored to her new home in Akaroa. This was a great effort for an out 

of town couple to undertake in such a short time. 

September; 

Harlequin-Peter McGrouther—anti-fouling, new radar and solar panel arch built and 

attatched , a complete strip down of all the exterior and some interior varnish work 

was undertaken by Korena who has patiently applied many, many coats of varnish to 

all these surfaces—what a tremendous effort and what a fantastic finish. 

Kaikoura-John Chappelle- the normal bottom paint for this very well maintained 

launch which appears to look better after every slipping  whilst being in Johns’ Care. 

October; 

Finnesse-Craig McEwan-This was the first slipping for this Beneteau fin keeler and 

all went well. Antifouling ,polishing of topsides and some electrical wiring was un-

dertaken. This is a classy vessel to have in the Otago fleet. 

Waimanu 2—John Morris--  Nova 28, Antifouling and a polish for this first-time 

slipping. This yacht was built of solid GRP which is a little unusual for this particular 

design but very good for the owner with ease of maintenance that comes with glass 

construction. 

Lung Nu-Richard Farquhar—This Sabre 20 trailer-sailer is kept moored in the har-

bour and has shown no adverse effects from this. With an antifouling done and some 

brightwork varnished it was back to the briny for this very pretty and well maintained 

yacht. 

November; 

AROUND THE YARD WITH LES (Cont.) 

Varna 
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Wilkie—Graham Dickie---Normal antifouling procedure and some minor engine 

maintenance was all that this Davidson 30 needed to look good again for the next sea-

son. 

Aries 2—Geoff Murray—A complete hull painting and a few minor maintenance jobs 

with all the brightwork getting a fresh coat was all that this absolutely stunning vessel 

required. For me personally this yacht epitomises wooden boat construction. Every 

seam and join in the hull is just as it was when the boat was built. The mixture of dif-

ferent timbers in the fit out and the skill and care taken is all there to see. I’d better 

stop there as I have raved about this low freeboard beauty on previous occasions –

sorry. (look for her in Deborah Bay!) 

Reeltime-John Smaill –antifouling, replacement of a cutless bearing, fitting a new 

anchor winch , painting the decks and glassing an anchor locker . John takes great 

pride in this ex commercial fishing boat that he bought on the west coast and steamed 

(by himself) back to Port Chalmers. Being built of solid GRP this planing launch will 

give John many ,many years of enjoyment. Well done! 

Brit Shalom-Barry Law—This Cavalier 32 is another GRP yacht that requires minimal 

maintenance and makes ownership a lot easier. A bottom paint and a new sump on the 

motor saw her back in the water in no time at all. 

AROUND THE YARD WITH LES (Cont.) 

Marimba 
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December; 

Valkyr—Bruce Soper--- anti fouling and new zincs had this iconic Folkboat looking 

every bit the beautiful clinker-built yacht that she is. 

Tahere-Chris Young-After nearly 12 months on the hard, this brightly painted (yellow) 

26foot sloop is once again back in the water looking splendid . Built in England this 

solid GRP keeler has many quality fittings including a very  nice gold coloured anodized 

mast and boom. Chris is looking forward to racing against similarly rated boats and we 

look forward to seeing her under sail. Thanks Chris for rescuing this well appointed 

boat. 

Triple Echo—Nigel Ensor—It was a very quick turn around for Nigel this time—

waterblasting, spot priming and antifouling was done very smartly before she too was 

back in the water. 

Barbara J-Phil Kebble—This ferro  motorsailer gets hauled out every 18-24 months and 

appears to require minimal work to get her looking good again. 

Captains lady—Clark Sinclair—this keeler had her drive shaft and coupling ripped apart 

when a rope was caught around the prop at the mooring. After repairs and a re-paint she 

is back out on a pile mooring. 

Jackson—Lex and Tony Elliot – this ferro long-keeled cruising yacht got a very quick 

24 hour turnaround with antifouling and some minor touch-ups being all that was re-

quired. 

Legato—Paul Campion and Gerard Kennys’ trimaran is up for a complete exterior paint 

job with some small remedial jobs to be taken care of. 

Wings—Gordon Caleys’ steel cruising yacht also had a relatively quick spell on the 

hard. A complete hull painting and she is ready for Stewart Island . Gordon undertook 

this slipping shortly after getting his second hip replaced. Splendid effort Gordon. 

Marimba –Mike Harkness-lowering the waterline is on the agenda for this well main-

tained sloop. Mike is very meticulous in all he does to Marimba and a close look at her 

condition will confirm this. 

Cloudrift—Dave Crow  -- quite a few people have asked me about this yacht because 

they have not recognised her as Keith Henderson’s keeler. This is because she has had a 

change of colour with her new owner changing the green to a lighter “oyster white” 

She was craned into a cradle and launched prior to Christmas and has already given 

Dave many hours of adventure and fun exploring our harbour bays and channels. 

 

While all these slippings have been going on there has been the usual on- going work 

being undertaken by various owners to the vessels with more extensive jobs to be done. 

Some of these are: 

Tokoeka—Frank McCarthy  has had a wide variety of various people working to get this 

trimaran back in the water  while there is still some Summer left.  The boat has had 
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some extensive areas of hull and decks  replaced and a complete fairing and repainting 

undertaken. Good effort guys (and Girls!) 

Vagrant Gypsy—John McCall. This long-termer had a recent trip to the sandblasters 

and is now back faired and painted below the waterline. When the mast gets put back 

up and some new rigging put on it won’t be too far away from a launching. 

Varna—Chris Baldwin—This double-ended sloop has undergone a number of changes 

regarding lay-out and propulsion systems and looks on target for a mid to late summer 

launching. Chris has not held back with “alternative” ideas being built in and not being 

afraid to try anything has built a massive steering and sculling “yuloh” which can be 

mounted at the stern on a specially made bracket. Chris tells me that this particular oar 

comes from ancient China . Doing all the work himself, Chris has put a massive 

amount of time in---Well done , huge effort. 

True-Love—Kevin Martin—This very pretty sloop, built of mahogany on oak , sits 

serenely in her cradle waiting for her turn to shine once again. 

This year there was a real bottleneck of vessels all wanting slipped in December 

“ready for Xmas!” . This last minute rush was dealt with by Kevin who had to juggle 

all movements around a yard that was already nearing maximum capacity. However 

everyone was eventually catered for and things have returned to the normal rate of 

turnover. Well done! 

Marimba 

Tokoeka 
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 It was a pleasant enough Saturday morning. Light overcast, light Nor-

therly breeze, tide on the way out. Nice day for a sail. Down to the heads and 

turn to port or starboard. Well, neither actually, just went off on port tack for a 

couple of hours. 

Hove to about 10 miles ENE from Taiaroa Head and had lunch. The wind was 

increasing and backing which gave me a really nice long run back to the en-

trance. And, so onto Deborah Bay. Perhaps not, the tide is still making and the 

weather forecast was for a Southerly change. Lets carry on round to Lower 

Portobello Bay.  

Sailed on to the second little headland. The Northerly was now very light, so I 

anchored close in, about 45 yards off the point assuming that would be a good 

position to be in when the wind change came through, being quite well shel-

tered. 

A nice calm evening when I turned in at about 11:00. Things had changed a bit 

by 04:30. The weather prophets had got it a bit wrong. The boat was starting to 

move about a bit. Fresh breeze coming in from the NNW and beginning to 

raise a little bit of a chop. Very dark, and hard to make out the shoreline. 

What to do?  I did not fancy the prospect of getting underway in those condi-

tions. Anyway the anchor seemed to have a good hold and there was no sign 

of the boat dragging. Right, I will wait till I can see what I am doing, and the 

wind might drop off in the meantime. 

Well it didn't. By 06:30 it was up to20 to 25 knots. A quick breakfast and then 

underway. I decided the sensible thing to do was to go out under power, as I 

would be able to get the cable in as the boat made up to weather and away 

from the point. 

When ARIES-11 was being built, engine hp was calculated at about one to 

one and a half hp per ton displacement. The idea was simply to provide 

enough power to get the boat along in a calm and flat sea conditions. If the 

breeze died on Sunday afternoon, you would get back to your mooring. 

Well it was Sunday alright, but would the motor be up to this job? My boat 

motor was notorious for running on one cylinder. This morning it was in a very 

friendly frame of mind and got running on all two. 
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Start heading up along the cable, hauling in as we go. Take a turn and the bow of 

the boat gently dips down an inch or so. Not so good.. Pay the cable out again to 

the old turns and decide that the first attempt was much too gentle. Right. Full 

throttle and rattle the chain in. A quick turn when we are over the anchor. There is 

a loud grunt from the cable, the bow goes down 2 to 3 inches and that's all.  

What an anti climax.  

Now What?. At the time of which I am writing, one of the standard works on Sail-

ing was CRUISING UNDER SAIL written by Eric Hiscock.  Eric was the con-

summate sailor and a truly gifted writer. I had the pleasure of meeting the 

Hiscocks when they were on their third circumnavigation. A most interest-

ing and delightful couple. 
In the introduction to CRUISING UNDER SAIL, Eric makes the very valid point 

that seamanship cannot be learned from books. However, it is not a bad place to 

start. You at least have some ideas to try to put into practice. There is a good de-

scription of sailing the anchor out. It seemed simple enough. Well, here was a good 

opportunity to try it out. Would it work? 

ARIES-11 liked two or three  rolls in the Mainsail once the wind reached about 25 

knots. With that taken care of, it was just a case of hoisting the Number two work-

ing jib and getting under way. That is a nice handy rig for sailing the boat single 

Aries 11 at her mooring in Deborah Bay 
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handed. 

Back the jib, then sheet on to starboard tack with the main eased a bit. AR-

IES-11 took off. When she had carried all the chain out to weather, round 

she came onto the port tack, and started sailing straight up the cable to-

ward the anchor. A quick turn round the samson post as the chain came ver-

tical. Would the anchor come up or would I have to rebuild the foredeck? I 

need not have been concerned. The anchor didn't stand a chance. The boat 

sailed straight on without a moments hesitation. It was a darn good demon-

stration of the power of the boat sailing at four to five Knots. 

Onto the other tack and heave to. Get the cable on board and secure the an-

chor. With the tide fairly away, it was time to head back to Deborah Bay, 

or was it? It was only 09:30. Nice morning. The harbour entrance was 

beckoning. 

Of course, in this day sailing the anchor out would be a most unlikely 

event. 

Most yachts are fitted with nice efficient Diesel engines and there would be 

few vessels with horse power ratings of less than five to six hp per ton of 

displacement and todays craft are mostly very easily driven fin keel hulls. 

And it is fairly rare  to find a yacht of any size which is not equipped with a 

nice power operated winch. 

Time to leave the anchorage! Start the motor and ease up to windward with 

the winch running and up comes the anchor. It all seems very easy. Too 

easy? 

Are todays sailors in danger of forgetting the basic sailing skills. When was 

the last time you took your boat off the mooring under sail? Have you ever 

had to sail out an anchor? Or even heard of such a thing. What will you do 

the day when that super efficient winch motor goes up in smoke and the 

Diesel decides to go on strike? The wind is getting up and the dreaded  LEE 

shore is only one hundred yards away. 

 

SAIL THE ANCHOR OUT of course. 

 

Geoff Murray. 
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 We are on berth F10 at Nelson Marina with other visiting yachts, a 

number with whom we have made friends or already know. Margaret 

left Avanti at 14:30, Tuesday 26th Feb to fly to Paraparaumu, Welling-

ton to visit Gay Maxwell for a week, then flies home to Careys Bay. 

Gay, who is not keeping the best of health, is an eminent criminologist 

and has been a colleague, social and sailing friend of ours for many 

years. She is a lovely person, an intellectual and good company so Mar-

garet should enjoy her visit. Gay's partner David was a lecturer in Eliza-

bethan History at Victoria University but now retired. Unfortunately due 

to a stroke he has difficulty in reading and is writing slowly, which is 

sad for an academic. His health is also not good. So they do have their 

problems!  

  James Herlihy, farmer from Ranfurly, joins me at Picton on the 9th 

March to help sail Avanti home. He is about 54 yrs old and in his earlier 

years he had done a lot ocean sailing working in big yachts crossing the 

Pacific and the Atlantic. In what capacity I know not. He may have been 

sailing master or a galley slave. His family is well known in the upper 

Taieri and he runs three diary farms. I intend to be over at Picton by 7th 

March to meet him. I am planning what to do in the ten days between 

26/2/13 and 7/3/13. Maybe go all the way down Pelorus Sound to visit 

Nick and Heather Fulton at their "crib" in Keneparu Sound near the Por-

tage, or maybe just stooge around the Tops and fish a little. I am work-

ing on it.  

  At the moment the Fultons have a 6 tonne, 42ft "fizz boat" type launch 

that does 32kts, is beautifully appointed but not the best for peaceful 

cruising or for rug-rats. They are having a new and sensible trawler type 

launch being built in China. Better for the "grand children" don't you 

know.  I am dying to find out all about it from Nick and Heather. Be-

cause Avanti will only be traveling at 5kts it might take three days to get 

to their crib but it could be worth it, if only to get the real goss on the 
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new boat. 

   

Meanwhile back in the Sounds the yachting adventures continue una-

bated so here is: 

                                           PART  THREE 

    CRUISING  THE  MARLBOROUGH  SOUNDS  IN  AVANTI 

                                    Cockle Cove to Nelson 

Dining at the Resort: 

 On our VHF radio I called up Bay of Many Coves Resort (BofMCR) 

to book dinner for two and the use of a mooring. All was arranged 

and the Boatman would pick up and return us to Avanti. 

 Sunday was one of the few good days we had to date but instead of 

waiting for the afternoon sea breeze to die, as would have been sensi-

ble, we slipped the Cockle Cove mooring at 15:00 just as it was start-

ing. By the time we got over to BofMCR it was blowing 20kts. When 

I bought Avanti up to the buoy, Margaret picked up the mooring rope 

with the boathook and I rushed forward to pass another smaller rope 

through the loop. Although close to the shore the 38mm diameter 

mooring rope was in 21m of water and hanging straight down was so 

heavy and the wind so strong we could not get it inboard to the bol-

lard. 

 I transferred my rope, that I had put through the mooring loop, to the 

electric winch surge-drum and using its power heaved the mooring 

through the bow fairlead and eventually onto the bollard. Then we 

were safe. Sounds simple but it took half an hour of backbreaking 

work. Of course when the all gear I had used was tidied away the 

wind dropped to five knots. In the Sounds and Tasman Bay the after-

noon sea "breeze" which blows at up to 20kts comes away at 
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about 15:00 and dies at 17:00. If only I had waited for two hours the 

wind would have died, as it does, and my consumption of Panadol 

every four hours for a strained back muscle would not have been 

needed.  

 There must be several reasons why some mooring ropes are so 

heavy. It is possible that the rope gets buried in the bottom mud 

making it difficult to lift. Another possibility is that half way down 

the mooring rope there is a float which supports some of the weight. 

By getting a rope through the loop and back aboard and  going 

astern it would pull the rope out of the mud and also lift the flotation 

buoy nearer the surface, thus making it easier to pull enough rope 

through the fairlead and onto the boat's bollard. The third and most 

likely reason is that the rope is thick and long and is very heavy - 

simple. 

 A lesson learnt is once you have a rope from the mooring loop onto 

your bollard, drag it by going astern to make it easier to lift.  Also 

once the loop is over the bollard and you are properly secured, by 

going two-thirds power astern, until the propellor wash reaches the 

bow, will test the whole mooring. If it is not strong enough to take 

that pull it will not stand a gale force wind and you would not have 

been safe on that mooring. 

 Dressed in our best shore going rig Margaret and I stepped into the 

Resorts large inflatable dinghy and stepped into half an inch of wa-

ter. The rubber of the tubes was soft and perished. It was not the 

smart inflatable that I remembered although the Boatman was help-

ful. Perhaps I was confusing BofMCR with Punga Cove Resort 

where we had been several times in past years, which did have a 

smart inflatable, Throughout the extensive  gardens Punga Cove also 
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had weird, spooky  punga carvings with glowing eyes watching 

your every move from behind the trees and bushes.  

 The view from the dining room was spectacular, made even more 

interesting by the black hulled Sail Training Ship "Spirit of New 

Zealand" anchored out in the middle of BofMC and of course 

Avanti moored below in the  foreground. We made our own fun 

and the meal was good, if expensive. 

Around the Tops: 

The new plan - there is always a new plan - was to sail up the east 

side of the peninsula forming Cape Jackson. There was an interest-

ing tide running out to sea at 1.1kts, from Queen Charlotte Sound 

when, according to the New Zealand Nautical Almanac and my 

iPad tide app, the tide should have been running in. This gave us 

7.2kts over the ground which felt like cheating.  

  The new day was magnificent with bright blue sky, calm aquama-

rine sea and not a breath of wind. On our four week voyage from 

Port Chalmers to Nelson "Around the Tops" as we call it, is our fa-

vourite area. The Tops are the several rugged head lands and is-

lands that form the seldom referred to North Coast of the South Is-

land. 

The Four Capes: 

 When departing Queen Charlotte Sound, to the east is Cape Koam-

aru, the northern point of the large Arapawa Island, which on its 

southern side also forms the northern shore of Tory Channel. On 

the port hand is the long gnarled finger of Jackson Peninsula with 

Cape Jackson at is northern end. The pass between the Cape and the 

beacon to the north is where Captain Jamieson holed the Russian 

cruise liner Mikhail Lermontov which subsequently sank. A strong 
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current runs through the Pass, always in the direction you 

don't expect. It runs back into the Sound when the tide is go-

ing out and out through the Pass when the tide is coming in. 

Looking back from a distant view from the west the end of 

the peninsula reminds me of Gibraltar with its fine upstanding 

end. 

 If the wind is fresh from the west against the tide, the stand-

ing breaking wave and other disturbances caused by the tide 
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running over a deep underwater cliff below can make the passage 

interesting. Perhaps all mariners have a sense of apprehension when 

doubling this famous cape. 

 Next is Cape Lambert who could work harder at tidying up its own 

front garden. Its scruffy arrangement of rock slides and clay does 

show a certain lack of seascape garden skills. Lambert should think 

more positively about its soil in which practically nothing grows. 

The nasty lumpy tide unexpectedly running round the end also 

needs attending to. In 2012, having doubled Cape Jackson and mak-

ing our way west towards Alligator head in order to seek some shel-

ter from a vicious 30kt westerly, I found this tidal flow generated 

big untidy seas that wanted to smash the boat to bits.  

Alligator Head is Perfect: 

 The lovely rich fawn rock in which I could see, not an Alligator, 

but a handsome lion's head. The wind died and the sea calmed. Sail-

ing around the semi-circular headland revealed  new images. The 

strong profile of a rangitera (Maori chief) emerging from the water; 

striking brow and nose but lips still hidden by the sea. 

To the Punt Rails: 

 Then the anchorage came into view, tucked in the south side of the 

headland, protected from most winds except west to southwest. The 

Mana mooring is close enough to the beach to easily row ashore 

and inspect the farmer's little cottage. I have seen it rented out to 

fishing parties. They arrive in their tinnies, pull them out to anchors 

and set up camp with extra tents and an outdoor galley. Then they 

would go day fishing around this isolated coast, returning each af-

ternoon for a convivial evening round the camp fire. They bunked 

down either in the little house or in their own tents. 

I have sighted a road of sorts, fit only for a 4X4 or a quad bike, 
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originally used to build and service the big-gun battery built during 

the war to defend the entrance to Pelorus Sound. The iconic name of 

the bay - the Punt Rails is interesting. A punt (barge) was towed in 

and held steady by rails which had been driven into the beach. When 

the tide went out and the punt settled on the sand, sheep were loaded 

aboard. The rising tide lifted the punt off the beach and it could be 

towed away.  There is still one rail projecting from the beach, a re-

minder of the days when there were few roads in the Sounds. When 

medical care, transportation of people and livestock were all done by 

boat. 

 On the mooring at the Punt Rails was a yacht who was not a mem-

ber any of the three clubs that own the moorings. Although he had 

no right to be on the mooring I asked him if I may come alongside 

and raft up. He replied that he would vacate the mooring, as he 

should have done. We picked it up and settled down to a quiet even-

ing. 

Another Rafting-up Problem: 

Later in the evening a 5 tonne aluminium private fishing boat with a 

crew of five large middle aged men on a fishing weekend, appeared 

alongside. Virtually demanding that, because one of the crew was a 

member of one of the mooring owning clubs, they had the right to 

raft up and be on the mooring. They had no club burgee or this years 

blue subscription-paid burgee with the date on it. It was obvious that 

neither the skipper, owner nor boat were registered in the clubs 

whose members subscriptions paid for the laying of the moorings or 

their annual maintenance. They contributed nothing! 

 The boat had one small round fender and one small tubular fender 

each 200mm in diameter, quite inadequate to keep any two boats 

apart. They did tie up alongside and it was only my three 450mm 
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diameter large round fenders that prevented substantial damage to 

Avanti. Bear-in-mind the approaching boat should supply the fend-

ers. Even then the only reason our guard rail stanchions were not 

damaged by their high topsides was because it was a calm night. I 

did tell the Skipper that if it blew up and the boats began to roll he 

would have to leave and go four miles across the bay to another 

sheltered mooring at Anne Bay. I was assured that he would find it 

in the dark. 

 I should have been adamant that they could not raft up and to go 

away, but I didn't. What suckered me in was their plea that at 20 

meters all the bay was too deep and despite several attempts at an-

choring over by the beach, their anchor had dragged. Later when 

Margaret was presented with a bag of fresh filleted fish and a dozen 

scallops my heart melted towards these big quiet men. Such is raft-

ing-up on the moorings in the Sounds but it did remained calm and 

the fish and scallops were delicious. 

More of the Tops? 

 The route ahead would take us south of the Titi and Chetwode Is-

lands and The Nine Pin rock. Then north of Caldaff Point, Clay 

Point and from a few miles further on I would see through the 

opening between the mainland and Durville Island, that was the 

exciting French Pass (Aumiti).  

 Our last victualing had been at Picton and some days later we were 

running short of fresh vegetables. There was a store at French Pass 

village where there may have been greens to hold the scurvy at 

bay.  The store sold only groceries, frozen bread and ice-cream. 

The row and walk ashore must have been healthy as was the ice-

cream which Margaret assured me was an effective treatment for 
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scurvy.  

 Alongside the wharf we sighted an 11m launch partially submerged 

and still supported by the salvage vessel.  The ferocious tide in 

French Pass had swept her onto the rocks where she was badly holed 

and sank. We didn't learn any more details but it was a nice reminder 

to never take French Pass lightly. It is always a dangerous place. 

 The anchorage in the south west corner of the bay was satisfactory 

for a quick visit ashore but we were among several local fishing boats 

also there at at their moorings. I felt that with the longer scope of our 

anchor chain we might swing into one of them when the tide 

changed. The wind, although light was swirling round in the bay 

sending us hither and yon. In a word I didn't feel happy about staying 

there the night in the forecast northeast wind, so I weighed the anchor 

and steamed across the eastern portal of French Pass and re-anchored 

in Kapawai Bay. It is a snug little harbour well sheltered except from 

the south. The recommended anchorage is close by the end of the 

wharf and although it feels as if it blocked the French Pass - Durville 

Island ferryman's  approach to the wharf, he seemed not to worry and 

maneuvered around us to land his passengers. The water is deep 

enough right up to the rock cliff behind us, but it did seem rather 

close at times. 

Next day we went uneventfully through French Pass at slack water 

and set off for our destination of Croisille Harbour, where our friends 

the Waggs have a crib. 

 West of the Pass the hidden and dangerous Beef Barrels reef is given 

a safe clearance by closing Two Island Point and then Okuri Point to 

the south to half a mile, measured on the radar. This gives a safe 

clearing distance on the Beef Barrels to the north, some of which can 

only be seen at low water. 
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 Off the north eastern entrance of Croisilles Harbour the shallow 

3m deep MF's Passage between the Otuhaereroa Island and the 

mainland leads us into the quiet waters of Croisilles Harbour. Then 

only 5nm to Wairangi Bay where lie Ashley's crib and safe moor-

ings. 

Octateenarians (Octa-teen-arians) at Work: 

 When boating in much of the Marlborough Sounds and at Croisil-

les Harbour there is no email or cell phone coverage and certainly 

no TV. I know now how difficult it is to live without cellphone or 

email coverage. I can understand how teenagers get frantic when 

their cellphones are lost, stolen, banned or run out of money. But 

here you can at least climb 200m to the French Pass road where 

contact is possible. Another way of sending emails is to take 

Avanti five miles down the Harbour and out to sea were there is 

reception on phones and computers. That is a round trip of 10nm at 

5kts taking two hours. 

 However this morning salvation was at hand. Ashley and Maureen 

invited us to accompany them on a fishing trip in their new 2 

tonne, 9m, fast launch. It has two 95hp outboards on the back giv-

ing a cruising speed of 15kts and a  the top speed of about 

25kts.  Margaret and I readily agreed to the trip and by taking our 

iPads and phones we could catch up on our email and phone calls 

after 10 days of deprivation. Of course fishing was also important 

and between emailing I did catch the largest two blue cod which 

was a fluke, because I practically never fish and am modest by na-

ture. Thus the octateenarians managed to get their email fix. 

 The trouble with deciding to depart early from an anchorage is that 

neither of us sleep particularly well. After numerous false alarms I 

did get up at 06:00 and made ready for sea.   
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After a cuppa Margaret's feet found the floor a few minutes later and 

together we did all those things that have to be done to the boat for a 

thirty mile sea voyage along the North Coast from Croisilles Har-

bour to Nelson Haven. 

 There was a light southeast breeze; the sun shone from a cloudless 

sky as we moved  through the sparkling blue water. On that beautiful 

day for Margaret and I, time like the tide, was flowing gently to the 

west. We had enjoyed every mile of our journey, but all to soon the 

entrance to the Haven would hove in sight and our voyage would 

end, as it had began, in tranquility. 

 

Salt Water in the Electrics: 

Dead VHF Radio: 

 Without any warning the Belcom VHF radio died. The power sup-

ply from the ship's batteries showed 12.5v on my ammeter and the 

two fuses were OK. It had to be a fault in the set which was a job for 

the radio repair shop.  

When we arrived at Nelson I packed the VHF radio in my knapsack, 

jumped into the dinghy and rowed across the marina main channel to 

a pontoon owned by the large charter yacht "Yonder", tied up along-

side. There was nobody about so I secured the inflatable to a bollard, 

and not noticing the security gate, quietly sneaked ashore heading 

for Electronic Navigation Ltd. It was further along Vickerman St 

than I expected. The receptionist at ENL assured me that a techni-

cian would look at it the very next day and give me a ring.   

Big Trouble with the Dinghy: 

 On my return I found the security gate leading to the pontoon had 

been padlocked and there was no way back down the long ramp 

leading to Yonder and my dinghy. With such a valuable yacht as 
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Yonder there was probably a CCTV recording my every move.  I de-

cided against climbing over/round/under the impenetrable gate. The 

only other way to reach the dinghy was from the shore which did in-

cluded a little swim. Looking down from the Fishermen's Wharf I 

could see the route to take and some of the problems. 

 It was fortunate that it was spring low tide but the dinghy was three 

meters out beyond the low water mark. Climbing down the forty-five 

degree loose big-rock seawall bought me to a forest of razor sharp 

oysters and then to the edge of the muddy bottom still heading down 

into the murky depths at 45 degrees. I stood on a small rock projecting 

from the mud and stripped down to my shorts, putting everything into 

my haversack. Holding my breath I tossed the bag the three meters 

onto the pontoon, confident I would soon retrieve it. 

 I stepped off my little rock onto the mud and immediately started to 

slide, only stopping when the water was up to my chest. No matter I 

swam two meters and got hold of the dinghy. It was then that I re-

membered that I had never tried to climb aboard from the water and 

now found that because of lack of agility and strength I was not capa-

ble of hauling myself up and onto the sponson or over the stern. I 

wondered if I had always visualized the outboard being clamped to the 

stern to use as a step to get up into the boat. But I had rowed over from 

Avanti. There was no outboard and there was no step. 

 Still tied to the pontoon bollard the painter was beyond my reach. My 

options were to retrace my steps back up the slippery mud bottom, 

oyster bed and rock wall to the car park and walk home, or swim 

across the canal to Avanti and leave the dinghy there for the night. 

Hanging on thinking about the problems I heard a voice close behind 

my. It was Australian Paul from Midnight Sun, our neighbour in the 

marina. From his yacht he had sighted my predicament and with his 

five year old son motored across in his dinghy to render assistance. He 
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climbed into my dinghy and grasping me under the armpits lifted my 

torso onto the stern. I then rolled into the boat ending curled up on 

the floor jammed between the port and starboard sponsons and the 

seat. With a bit of a wriggle and another heave-ho from Paul I got 

onto the seat and the drama was all over. 

We must Improve: 

 During the next 24 hours I discussed the problem with my yachting 

friends and I had  my own thoughts about what I could have done 

better and how to be prepared for next time. 

Lessons Learnt and Suggestions: 

i) Get into the water again and devise a method of climbing aboard 

the dinghy .The method of getting back aboard a yacht with no lad-

der might work if applied to the inflatable. The system would be to 

hold onto a strength member on the boat  i.e. the aft  lifting handle. 

Place heels, onto sponson. With arms still at full stretch and torso in 

the water, lift bottom onto sponson using leg muscles. Using arm 

muscles lift torso up and onto boat.  This sounds a workable solution 

but  maybe not for me with my  elderly shoulders, their rotator cuff 

repair job and the torn shoulder blade muscles. 

ii) Carry a small rope ladder which might reduce the tendency of 

legs going under the boat when trying to clamber up. 

iii)  Rope over the side to act as a step. Lengthen the stern painter to 

be able to make a     loop when required. 

iv)  A loop of rope over the bow forming a step. If the forward paint-

er had been rigged with the inboard end attached to the dinghy tow-

ing fitting under the bow, and the outboard end in the dinghy, it 

could be reached. Tie the end of the painter to the tow fitting and 

adjust to make a step. 

v) Undo or cut the knot that held the inboard end of the painter 

where it was tied onto the dinghy and the boat would be free. Swim 
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it to a place where you could get in, retrieve the painter and go 

home. 

vi) Always carry a cellphone. You could then phone the company 

who owned Yonder and persuaded them to come back and open the 

security gate to let you retrieve the dinghy. 

 Ah yes.....what about repairs to the VHF? When I retrieved it the 

next day from ENL they    said "there was nothing wrong. It was a 

good set and was working perfectly. Although the saltwater dam-

aged switch on your switchboard showed 12.6 volts (electricial 

pressure) on your multimeter you did not have the knowledge to 

tell that it was not passing sufficient amperage (volume of electrici-

ty) to operate the VHF. Put in a new switch. That would be $60 

thank you!" 

 

Leaks in the Upper Deck. 

Leaks are a worry because the salt water causes so much damage 

especially to electrical gear. On the voyage from Careys Bay, Port 

Chalmers we were buffeted by a southerly gale. Salt water under 

wave pressure leaked through the deck from a hole somewhere 

amidships on the starboard side, ran down wiring into the naviga-

tion switchboard damaging four of its six switches. The radar 

ceased to operate as well as the wind instrument, the VHF and the 

GPS. During the height of the gale I opened up the switchboard 

and run jumper-leads by-passing the failed switches and ensuring 

the data from important navigation instruments continued to be 

available. I had built the switchboards myself in 1987. It did take 

me a while to remember how it all worked, especially as the the 

gale was at its height and the yacht was racketing around in big 

cross seas. 
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 For some time the innards of the switchboard were spilling out over 

the chart table like a botched surgical operation but I did manage to 

keep everything working. When we berthed at Nelson I decided it 

was time to take decisive action; to replace the switches and rewire 

the board. 

 It took some unconventional soldering to remove the salt water-

infected switches and replace with new spares that I had in my elec-

trical box. A common positive busbar was soldered across the six 

positive terminals and getting at this, amongst a mass of wires, 

stretched my skills. However it was all done in a day and I could 

then think about the real villain - the leak. The weather was fine and 

calm and I considered I had three more good days to find it and seal 

the leak before the next rainfall. 

Tracking down the Leak: 

 Margaret and I carefully tested possible leaky areas with a slow-

running hose and sighted drips coming through the deck, but were 

not sure from where. Lying on my back across the chart table, with 

my head in the small locker where the water had been sighted, I 

started the laborious task of removing the deck head insulation. I 

must have overdone the glue when I had lined the boat with polysty-

rene in 1987 because it was so difficult to remove the two layers 

back to the bare fiberglass of the deckhead. After much cutting and 

scraping I did clear a small area of insulation where I thought the 

leak might be. 

 While Margaret watched for leaks, I went on deck and with the hose 

applied water under pressure this time to various likely spots. There 

was only a drip or two until I got to the scuppers drain - a tube that 

took water from the deck down and out through the boat's side. It 

must have had a hole in it because down below Margaret could easi-

ly see water running freely from the deckhead, likely enough 
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through the scupper drain pipe.  After three hours searching we had 

found the hole where salt water had been leaking into the boat dur-

ing the gale and had caused damage to the switchboard and electri-

cal wiring. 

Senior Skippers' Advice: 

 Margaret and I discussed the problem of how to repair the leak with 

Tim McKergow owner of Seeker One who came to dine with us that 

night. The next morning Brian, owner of Argus, my next door 

neighbour on the port side, stopped by for a chat about my dinghy 

davit blocks  which he wanted to copy. I thought his idea of insert-

ing a plastic hose liner into the existing leaking tube was a step for-

ward. Brian went off and by the time I had found a suitable piece of 

hose and Sikaflex sealing compound Norman, owner of Flora ar-

rived to help. Now he is a steam engineer and between us we 

worked out a plan of action of how to insert the hose, seal the leak 

and retain the ability to drain the deck without involve major sur-

gery to the fiberglass of the boat. Paul from Australia, owner of 

Midnight Sun, our neighbour on the starboard side also gave some 

worthwhile advice. 

Fixing the Leak: 

 By pushing the hose into the leaking scupper tube and working 

sealant around it as it went we managed to drag the sealant along 

with it so that it sealed the small space between hose and tube. By 

working the sealant well into both ends we ensured a good seal leav-

ing the projecting ends to be cut off neatly when the Sikaflex hard-

ened. 

 Screwing the SSB cradle back into its position in the small cup-

board and then mounting the heavy radio in the cradle had space 

constraints, was difficult and took two hours of Margaret and my 

combined efforts. Our four day job was all but done. The switch-

board had been repaired, the leak had been isolated, the radio and 
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GPS replaced and wired up,  everything worked and it only took 

four days. We chortled mightily and celebrated with a cup of tea and 

a bun. Done! 

 

Why write such a Simple Story: 
 I wanted to write this story to illustrate the co-operation that so of-

ten develops between yachts. If you do not have the correct tool or 

piece of gear required for the repair, somebody will always produce 

something that will do.  Discussions I had with skippers and the help 

I received in the execution of the repair was typical of relations be-

tween experienced yachting skippers. They are knowledgable about 

many subjects, thoughtful about advice and  helpful in the execution 

of the work. Their philosophical thought is "what goes around 

comes around" 
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The Otago Yacht Club acknowledges & kindly 
thanks the following businesses & organisations for 
their invaluable support: 
 
 Mini Dig Ltd 

 Read Marine  

 Delta Services  

 The Trusts Charitable Foundation  

 Rainbow Paints     

For Sale 

 

Set of International Code Flags 

Phone: Keith Henderson 

03 4882003 or e-mail 

keith.elaine@callsouth.net.nz 
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